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America’s potential adversaries have realized that current non-nuclear penetrating weapons are relatively ineffective in destroying underground facilities. According to the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, “the use of underground facilities…is expanding as potential adversaries conceal and protect their most vital national security functions and activities.” As such, underground facilities likely constitute adversary centers of gravity. In fact, vital national security functions and activities describe strategic centers of gravity. Therefore, if resources allow, attacks on these centers of gravity may deal a decisive blow to the enemy. This paper will discuss adversary mindset changes in utilizing underground facilities; it will argue that successful targeting of these facilities may persuade the adversary to discontinue their efforts. It will also examine the most relevant ethical questions in directly targeting strategic leaders known to be hidden in such facilities. Finally, it will focus on specific challenges in defeating underground facilities. The conclusion argues that the strategic importance of underground facilities demands national-level attention to the practical and ethical questions relevant to successfully attacking and defeating them.
THE STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF DEFEATING UNDERGROUND FACILITIES

Their significance was felt beyond their walls; it contributed to the conquest or retention of the country, the successful or unsuccessful outcome of the whole struggle, and thus tended to give war itself greater coherence. In this way, fortresses attained a strategic significance that for a time was considered so important that they formed the basis of strategic plans, which were more concerned with capturing a few fortresses than with destroying the enemy’s armies.¹

—Carl Von Clausewitz

On War

America’s potential adversaries have realized that non-nuclear penetrating weapons are relatively ineffective in destroying underground facilities (UGFs).² Consequently, they use these facilities as a sanctuary from U.S. precision air strikes effectively to deny the U.S. its asymmetric military advantage in high-tech weaponry. According to Lieutenant General Ronald Burgess, the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) in a statement before the Committee on Armed Services, “the use of underground facilities…is expanding as potential adversaries conceal and protect their most vital national security functions and activities.”³ National security functions and activities include but are not limited to Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD), the means of delivering WMD, anti-access weapons, senior leadership, protection of critical terrorist assets and facilities, and command and control assets.⁴ Further contributing to the marked increase in UGF construction are advances in commercially available Western tunneling technology and lower construction costs. Recently, countries previously not invested in UGFs have begun actively using this technology to bury critical functions.⁵ Finally, potential adversaries are trying to neutralize U.S. asymmetric advantages in precision, long-range strike capabilities. They have proven the ability to build UGFs faster than America can develop new means of holding them at risk.⁶
Similarly, during the Second World War (WWII), the Germans built underground factories that were initially safe from inaccurate Allied non-penetrating weapons. The Germans wisely attempted to protect valuable industry such as transportation, oil, power, and chemical production, but their efforts failed in placing a substantial percentage of these activities underground. Instead, Allied attacks on above-ground military industrial infrastructure targets dealt a decisive blow even though the German fighting forces command, control, coordination, and communication networks continued to operate. Eventually, the persistence of the Allied air offensive would lead to the decline and collapse of the German economy, certainly a factor leading to the end of WWII in Europe. Even though few countries at the time took advantage of UGFs, today their continuing evolution has provided increasing levels of protection for adversary national security functions and activities, minimized the asymmetric advantage to the U.S., and made possible the hiding of WMD.

As a result, many adversary countries are investing in UGFs. In fact, more than 70 countries have underground facilities, and the number of strategic UGFs continues to increase. General Burgess mentioned a few in his statement before the Committee on Armed Services. Iran’s extensive program to protect its nuclear infrastructure relies upon buried and hardened facilities and improved air defensives. North Korea uses UGFs to protect important parts of their nuclear program. Crucial parts of Syria’s WMD, chemical, and biological programs are protected underground. China, considered a world frontrunner in UGF technology, is placing more of its military personnel and activities, facilities, and key strategic leadership underground. Russia, always known for its massive and deep underground facilities, is in the middle of
upgrading underground facilities responsible for housing its central command and control and strategic nuclear forces.\textsuperscript{14} Pakistan protects its nuclear weapons as well as vital parts of its nuclear program underground.\textsuperscript{15} However, UGF use and technology are not limited to states. Non-state actors have also gone underground.

Non-state actors have successfully evaded and attacked superior forces using UGFs. In 2006, Hezbollah complicated Israeli targeting by effective use of UGFs to store weapons, hide key leadership, and launch lethal rocket attacks.\textsuperscript{16} Additionally, prominent members of Al Qaida, the Taliban, and the Haqqani network, located in Afghanistan and Pakistan, use extensive tunnel and cave systems to protect their leadership and extremist activities.\textsuperscript{17} Their successes highlight limitations in many Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) platforms, problems in multi-sensor integration, and ISR capabilities to characterize and assess UGFs. In fact, the combination of non-state actors and UGFs may allow them to acquire and use WMD. The Center for the Study of WMD concluded, “If a rogue leader believes he enjoys physical sanctuary in an underground bunker, he will be less inclined toward restraint when contemplating the use of WMD.”\textsuperscript{18} Therefore, UGFs have inherent value to state and non-state actors not only by protecting their critical security functions and activities, but by frustrating several U.S. and Allied strategic objectives.

The adversary, in choosing to deliberately harden a facility or drill a tunnel, has made a conscience decision that the protected technology, activity, and/or leader are significantly important to their warfighting capabilities and political ends. Hence, UGFs can quickly change the nature and result of a conflict. Adversaries with effective UGFs can prolong conflicts, reduce U.S. asymmetric advantages, and inflict damage on the
U.S. and Allied forces. For this reason, UGFs likely represent an adversary center of gravity (COG). Joint Publication (JP) 5-0 defines COG as “a source of power that provides moral or physical strength, freedom of action, or will to act.”\(^\text{19}\) Carl Von Clausewitz, in describing defeat of the enemy, defines a COG as “The hub of all power and movement, on which everything depends. That is the point against which all our energies should be directed.”\(^\text{20}\) Clausewitz deemed fortresses a strategic COG in the eighteenth century. He implied that defeating fortresses was more significant than destroying enemy armies. John A. Warden III, a 20\(^{\text{th}}\) Century theorist, further explained that a COG “describes that point where an adversary is most vulnerable and the point where an attack will have the best chance of being decisive.”\(^\text{21}\)

Strategic COGs include vital national security functions, an alliance, political or military leadership, and national will.\(^\text{22}\) Therefore, if resources allow, attacks on these centers of gravity may deal a decisive blow to the enemy.\(^\text{23}\) Some strategists hypothesize that a successful decapitation strike at the beginning of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) would have ended the conflict before it began. In this case, the decapitation strike had very strategic implications. The foundation of the aforementioned example was the strategic leader; Saddam Hussein was the strategic COG. Many of Saddam’s safe houses were UGF’s including Dora Farms, a compound near Baghdad which was attacked in early 2003.\(^\text{24}\) As a result, defeating these UGFs have strategic implications, and are recognized as such in various military strategies.

The Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), National Military Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass Destruction (NMS-CWMD), and the Air Force Chief of Staff (CSAF) Vector 2011 highlight UGFs as part of the military strategy. The QDR, a review
mandated by Congress every four years, speaks to enhancing capabilities for domain awareness by directly tasking the Department of Defense (DoD) and its interagency partners to “comprehensively monitor the air, land, maritime, space and cyber domains for potential direct threats to the United States.” As such, DoD is working with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and the DIA “through a joint technology capability demonstration program to explore new technologies to assist in the detection of tunnels.” The NMS-CWMD recognizes that the 21st century WMD security environment includes UGFs and subsequently lists a number of challenges in global proliferation activities including “…underground Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear (CBRN), and missile-related facilities…” The NMS-CWMD discusses military mission areas, specifically offensive operations as required to deter or defeat a WMD threat located in hard and deeply buried targets.

Further, a key component to U.S. military strategy is to produce desired effects across the battlespace and across target sets. In the CSAF’s Vector 2011, he mentions four unique contributions that define the U.S. Air Force (USAF), one being to hold any target at risk. Specifically, he says that “the Air Force possesses unique abilities to achieve precise lethal and non-lethal effects that shape the strategic behavior of others, often at long range and in heavily opposed environments.”

It should be clear the shift in adversary mindset involves moving critical national security functions and leadership underground. These UGFs provide a sanctuary for state and non-state actors against U.S. and allied precision weapons, and reduce the West asymmetric advantage. They can represent an adversary strategic COG in that successful targeting may mean enemy capitulation. Now, the paper will examine two
historical events (German U-boat campaign in WWII and the OIF decapitation strike) to reveal that targeting the involved UGFs may largely contribute to halting the conflict or compel an adversary to surrender before the conflict even starts. Next, the paper will explore the most relevant ethical questions in targeting strategic political or military leaders. Finally, the paper will focus on specific challenges in defeating underground facilities. The conclusion argues that the strategic importance of underground facilities demands national-level attention to the practical and ethical questions relevant to successfully attacking and defeating them.

**German U-boat Campaign in World War II**

The WWII struggle of Nazi Germany against the Allied spur into the European continent was mainly decided along the trade routes of the North Atlantic. The contest turned out to be the deadliest naval conflict in history, Allied merchant ships carrying tons of precious supplies versus the “wolf packs” of German U-boats, Hitler’s most destructive weapon. For the Allies, the battle meant the loss of 2,653 merchant vessels, 175 warships, 14.6 tons of shipping, and over 71,000 merchant seamen, naval gunners, and civilian passengers. German losses totaled 717 of its 830 U-boats and 27,490 sailors (over a 70% fatality rate). The losses were extreme because the European Allied strategic COG was the prize for Germany.

The European Allied strategic COG was the supply chain from the U.S., sustaining Great Britain despite an already failing economy. Therefore, critical capabilities, requirements, and vulnerabilities included strategic mobility from the continental U.S. and the sea lines of communication. British Admiral Sir Max Horton had written “Control of the sea is vital to the British Empire, if we lose it, we lose the war.” Similarly, Grossadmiral Karl Donitz, Commander-in-Chief of both the German Navy and
of the U-boat Force, stated “As long as their island home and their vital sea lines of communications were not in mortal danger, the British would see no reason to end the war.”33 Britain’s economy had been ground to nothing during their lengthy battle with Germany. By mid-July 1940, the Royal Navy had only a two-month supply of oil remaining.34 As a result, Britain was almost entirely dependent on supplies being rushed in by the U.S. ships. Without Britain, the Allies could not launch an amphibious invasion of the European continent.35 Thus, if the U-boats managed to sever the lifeline between the U.S. and Great Britain, Germany would thwart the Allied invasion, strangle the British economy, and force the United Kingdom out of the war. In this case, there would be no Western front, and hence, it was possible that Stalin might have offered Germany a deal on the Eastern Front, giving Hitler the lands occupied by his military forces.36

If the Allies could supply the British war effort for long enough to assemble an invading force in the British Isles, they could carry the fight onto the European continent and, eventually, to Germany. By the spring of 1943, Ed Offley explains in *Turning the Tide*, “the stakes in the Battle of the Atlantic were the same as the overall Allied grand strategy against the Nazis; victory or defeat.”37 After WWII, Prime Minister Winston Churchill said, “The only thing that frightened me during the war was the U-boat menace.”38 During WWI, Churchill witnessed a small German submarine force cripple England and he did not want a repeat performance in WWII.39 In the end, the U-boats suffered great defeat, thus saving the British war effort and enabling the invasion of fortress Europe.

Of the five U-boat bases on the French Atlantic coast [Lorient, Brest, St. Nazaire, La Rochelle, and Bordeaux], Lorient and St. Nazaire became operational first in mid-
1940 and created a geographical advantage for Donitz. From Lorient and St. Nazaire, the U-boats traveled 450 miles less than the bases in the Baltic to the main Allied shipping lanes in the Atlantic producing an immediate increase in Allied ships sunk. In fact, by September 1941, 25 percent of the whole British Fleet had been lost. And, by the end of 1941, the U-boats from Lorient and St. Nazaire sank 445 ships and over 40 percent of the total shipping tonnage during the entire U-boat campaign for the price of less than 10 U-boats. Because of these statistics, Hitler knew that the U-boat bases would become a primary target for the Allies. Therefore, he hired a German construction company to heavily fortify the bases by constructing bunkers with thick concrete roofs, able to withstand a direct hit from Allied bombers and big enough to hold multiple U-boats. One of the pilots from the VIII Bomber Command recounted that “from four miles up, these shelters resembled cardboard shoeboxes,” but at the ground level they were massive bunkers protected from direct bomb hits by a 12 foot thick reinforced concrete roof and from bomb blast by 8 foot thick reinforced concrete walls. Unfortunately, the bombers were hitting the bunkers, but a single bomb could not destroy, let alone penetrate or degrade the shelters. The invulnerability of the U-boat bases frustrated the Allies mainly because one-third of the U-boat force were at the bases at any given time for needed repairs, maintenance, fuel, and supplies. By 1941, Britain’s imports decreased by one-third meaning that the country could run out of food in as little as four months if the U-boats continued to succeed. As a result, the Allies decided to relentlessly bomb the U-boat bases—Hitler’s primary means of shutting off Allied supply lines.
In 1942, the Allies gave top priority to the war against the German U-boats. In a directive issued on October 20, 1942, the Allied Commander-in-Chief, General Dwight D. Eisenhower, made the U-boat bunkers and production facilities first and second priority, respectively. From October 1942 through July 1943, the Allies bombed the U-boat bases in France with little effect. The U.S. bombed during the day and the British at night. The Royal Air Force dropped 146 tons of bombs on the Lorient bunkers with little to no damage. Even the final Army Air Forces (AAF) raid by 158 heavy bombers against the St. Nazaire sub pens on June 28, 1943, failed to yield significant results. A total of 177 bombardments of St. Nazaire occurred during 1940-1943 and still the bunkers remained untouched and in perfect working condition. Regrettably, destroying nearby structures around the bunkers had little effect on the enemy’s ability to refit operational U-boats.

However, Black May, May 24, 1943, was the turning point in the Battle of the Atlantic. Allied technology finally caught up with Germany’s asymmetric advantage. Behind the Allied success were three technological innovations: radar—a means of detecting and defeating the wolf packs before they got to lethal ranges; high-frequency direction finding—allowed warships an exact line of bearing to a U-boat when it sent an encrypted radio message; and Talk Between Ships—a radiotelephone system that enabled escort ship commanders to coordinate their movements faster and more effectively than before. In May 1943, 41 U-boats were lost in the Atlantic, more than any other time period, and on Monday, May 24, 1943, Donitz finally gave up. Recognizing that he had a problem in the North Atlantic, Donitz ordered all remaining North Atlantic U-boats to areas less frequented by enemy aircraft patrols.
protect the remaining U-boats and buy time until German scientists and weapons developers could develop countermeasures to Allied land-based aircraft and radar.\textsuperscript{55}

The North Atlantic had now become a killing field for the U-boats by the Allied convoy escort groups, long range bombers, and navy fighters. Dönitz’s U-boats retreated from the North Atlantic for several months, and concentrated on the route between Virginia and Gibraltar as opposed to total control of the North Atlantic. The U-boats would eventually return to the North Atlantic, but would never succeed in preventing an Allied invasion of Europe.\textsuperscript{56} In Dönitz’s post-war memoirs, he wrote, “finally accepted what had happened out in the storm-tossed ocean between mid-March and late May 1943: We had lost the Battle of the Atlantic.”\textsuperscript{57}

The U-boat bases represented a critical strength of Germany’s strategy of cutting the lifeline between the U.S. and Great Britain; the U-boats at sea became Germany’s critical vulnerability. Neutralizing the U-boat bunkers would have significantly lessened the advantage of the U-boats in being so near where the crucial supplies were being shipped to Europe for the invasion.\textsuperscript{58} Further, success against the U-boat bases would have meant a decrease in the production rate for U-boats, reduction in the number of U-boats at sea, and disruption of the refitting of operational U-boats.\textsuperscript{59} Dönitz calculated that he needed a fleet of 300 U-boats to close the Atlantic.\textsuperscript{60} Fortunately for the Allies, the most he had at any one time was 250, with one-third of those at the French bases, and 118 at sea.\textsuperscript{61} If the U-boat base bunkers would have been successfully penetrated by the Allies, Dönitz would have lost over 80 U-Boats and the capability for needed repairs, maintenance, fuel, and supplies on the French coast. Additionally, bunker destruction meant a significantly reduced U-boat production rate and overall numbers at
sea. With the loss of the U-boat bunkers, the remaining U-boats would be pushed to
sea and subject to destruction based on the Allied technological improvements. In this
case, if Donitz decided to continue the North Atlantic U-boat battle, he would have been
forced to use the unprotected Baltic bases at a much greater distance to the North
Atlantic. This would have meant a reduction Allied shipping losses to pre-1940 numbers
and loss of the capability to reach the Gibraltar routes and American coastline. Without
the French U-boat bases, there was no way to prevent the Allied invasion of Europe.62

This historical example proves the strategic importance of the U-boat bunkers.
The hypothetical result of the U-boat bunkers being a vulnerability (that the Allies could
have exploited) and not a strength would have been reduced damage to Britain’s
economy and a shift in Hitler’s strategy away from using the North Atlantic as his
primary point of attack against Allied supply lines. The bunkers later became vulnerable,
but not until mid 1944 when the Allies developed the Tallboy weapon. By this point,
Hitler had already lost the Battle of the North Atlantic. In retrospect, national-level
strategies should have placed a higher priority on the bunkers—with ‘effective’ weapons
and targeting—prior to 1942.

**OIF Decapitation Strike**

A more recent historical example reveals that military leaders may be a strategic
COG and specifically, that without Saddam Hussein, Iraqi forces may not have entered
into the conflict and the later insurgency may never have begun. Both the George H.W.
Bush and Bill Clinton Presidential administrations promoted policies to leave Saddam in
power instead of launching a large-scale invasion. Similar to the U.S Cold War policy
with the Soviet Union, both H.W. Bush and Clinton thought they could contain and
potentially overthrow Saddam without much U.S. involvement and also maintain Arab
support. Even the United Nations (UN) sanctions and limited air strikes in the mid-1990s were aimed to put pressure on the Iraqi military to overthrow Saddam. However, containment and air strikes were not successful; the Iraqi dictator continued in power while preventing UN weapons inspectors from confirming compliance with Security Council resolutions.

Then the terrorist attacks on 9/11 changed America’s strategic context with respect to Iraq and Saddam. After 9/11, the Bush administration reassessed the strategy of leaving him in power. The President concluded that “Hussein would never comply with the 1991 settlement, that the threat Iraq posed was growing, and that containment and limited force would neither compel compliance nor inspire the Iraqi military to overthrow the dictator.” Further, the intelligence under the Bush administration perceived WMD in Iraq and believed Saddam had worked with Al Qaeda. Moreover, the Bush administration had both facts and assumptions for removing Saddam. The facts were that Saddam had for a decade failed to demonstrate that he had complied with the UN resolutions to destroy his WMD stockpiles and had mislead UN efforts to verify compliance. He had a history of aggression and intimidation with respect to neighboring states. The assumptions were, therefore, that “Hussein’s refusal to verify compliance with UN resolutions and obstruction of weapons inspectors attempting to verify his compliance indicated that he had not complied.” Also, administration officials believed “if the sanctions were lifted, Hussein would resuscitate his WMD and missile programs.” The American security posture precluded waiting for another terrorist attack before acting; America could not accept the risk of terrorists using WMD. The so-called Bush Doctrine held that threats must be addressed before
they mature and the administration argued that Saddam had demonstrated the ability to obtain WMD and might give them to terrorists for use against the U.S.  

Outside the Bush administration, “conservative writers and former policymakers” either wanted Saddam removed from power, linked 9/11 and WMD, or postulated a connection between him and Al Qaeda. William Kristol, the former Reagan official, now editor of *The Weekly Standard*, argued in favor of removing Saddam by force. Laurie Mylroie, a Harvard Ph.D., in her book *Study of Revenge: Saddam Hussein’s Unfinished War Against America*, linked Saddam’s regime with the 1993 World Trade Center bombings. Former Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) director James Woolsey wrote that Iraq may have been involved in the 9/11 attacks. Richard Perle, head of Rumsfeld’s Defense Policy Board, concluded that winning the war on terrorism was not possible while Saddam still ruled Iraq. Charles Krauthammer, a conservative commentator, argued that Iraq should be “stage three” (following Afghanistan and Syria) of the war on terrorism. Conservative icon William Buckley talked about the relationship between Saddam and bin Laden. Finally, talk show radio hosts like Rush Limbaugh frequently voiced the need to remove Saddam from power.

In line with much of this public commentary, but ignoring a few prominent government and military professionals—including uniformed military advisors, State Department Foreign Service experts, and a few contrary voices in the intelligence community—the Bush administration decided for several reasons that Saddam and his regime needed to go. In a radio address, President Bush announced his belief that Saddam “provides funding and training, and safe haven to terrorists who would willingly deliver weapons of mass destruction against America and other peace-loving
countries.” In remarks to the American Enterprise, the president insisted that Saddam with WMD could “dominate the Middle East and intimidate the civilized world.”

Moreover, the administration believed that Iraq, because of its large middle class and natural resources, would be the best test for democratization and market-based economic reform in the Middle East. As a result, the immediate goal, as stated by the Bush administration, was to remove Saddam Hussein’s regime, including its ability to use weapons of mass destruction or to make them available to terrorists. At first, the strategy considered covertly removing the regime. However, according to former CIA Director, George Tenet, “Our analysis concluded that Saddam was too deeply entrenched and had too many layers of security around him for there to be an easy way to remove him.” Therefore, the decision to remove Saddam and his regime became an overt plan, through force and the U.S. military. The terrorist attacks on 9/11 provided a rationale and a window of opportunity to execute this plan.

The OIF Operations Plan (OPLAN) considered a decapitation approach—killing Saddam and his sons as a way to improve the calculus and possibly bring about a negotiated settlement as an alternative to waging a full campaign. The approach was simple: kill the strategic COG and avoid a larger scale conflict. An opportunity seemed to present itself just prior to the expiration of the 48-hour ultimatum given to Saddam by President Bush at 8:00 pm EST on March 17, 2003. The CIA was “99.9 percent” sure they had located Saddam and his two sons; they had tracked them to a meeting at Dora Farms, a compound outside Baghdad that had been a frequent hangout for Saddam and his family. President Bush decided to accelerate actions to execute this strike in
hopes success would force a shortened military campaign or at least hinder command and control in the Iraqi military.\textsuperscript{84}

The mission called for Navy cruise missiles, located in the Persian Gulf, to level all the buildings in the compound. However, late breaking intelligence imagery suggested the presence of an additional target, a UGF—an underground sanctuary command post for Saddam and his sons.\textsuperscript{85} This UGF could not be destroyed with cruise missiles; it would have to be destroyed by bunker-busting bombs. Since the F-117 had already arrived in theater, and carried the newest of these bunker busting bombs, it seemed the best option to carry out the short-notice attack.\textsuperscript{86} If this combination attack of cruise missiles from the Navy and bunker buster bombs from the F-117’s proved successful, killing Saddam and his sons, then U.S. Central Command might “end the war with one blow before it had really begun.”\textsuperscript{87}

In the end, the mission to get missiles and bombs on Dora Farms at the expiration of the ultimatum was a success, but it failed to kill Saddam or his sons. Human and imagery intelligence for this strike was not accurate; not only were Saddam and his sons not at the site that night,\textsuperscript{88} but there was no UGF.\textsuperscript{89} Saddam and his sons would eventually be killed, but long after the military campaign took the country. The point of this example was to show the difficulty of targeting leadership and to discuss the possible advantages of “decapitating” enemy regimes held together by force or a cult of personality; Saddam Hussein was the strategic COG. Questions linger, though, about the legality of targeting specific leaders within an enemy regime. How might the difference be defined between a attacking a legitimate military target and political assassination?
Killing Strategic Leadership

In many cases, leadership constitutes a strategic COG. However, should strategic leaders\(^\text{90}\) be targeted and killed, a process described as ‘targeted killing’?\(^\text{91}\)

This section will very briefly consider killing strategic leaders during ‘approved’\(^\text{92}\) armed conflicts; who should be targeted and who should not? But, mostly this section argues which authority and law(s) allow targeting persons who are terrorists.

If a state satisfies the international approval process for waging war, *jus ad bellum*, and follows the laws of warfare, *jus in bello*,\(^\text{93}\) killing uniformed combatants is permitted; and, in fact, soldiers in armed conflict have immunity for warlike acts and are not constrained from applying a range of lawful weapons against the enemy.\(^\text{94}\) If a state is engaged in approved conflict, killing military individuals is permitted in most cases. Further, any military strategic leader is a legitimate target. Conversely, with political leadership, it is necessary to distinguish between politicians serving in the armed forces from those who are not. Heads of state serving in the armed forces or acting as Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces or serving in the military chain of command may be targeted, e.g. Saddam Hussein, President Obama, and the U.S. Secretary of Defense respectively. On the other hand, those heads of state not associated with the military or in any chain of command (Queen of England) are not considered a valid target. Finally, any civilian leader not associated with the military, but present at a military installation or in a Government office (that is a legitimate military target) may be targeted.\(^\text{95}\)

However, if a state is not engaged in approved conflict, then killing a strategic leader may resemble an assassination—prohibited by Executive Order 12333 signed by President Reagan in 1981.\(^\text{96}\) In this case, lethal force is governed and limited by both
domestic law and international legal norms. Further, the use of force by the state must be necessary; taking a life in peacetime is only justified “when lesser means for reducing the threat [would be] ineffective.”

Before the 9/11 attacks, the U.S. treated terrorists as suspected criminals in accordance with the Law Enforcement paradigm, meaning in accordance with a preference not to use lethal force, but instead to arrest and try the terrorist. Under this paradigm, “a country cannot target any individual in its own territory unless there is no other way to avert a great danger,” presuming that “intentional killing by the state is unlawful unless it is necessary for self-defense or defense of others.” Only the person’s behavior at the time of the threat allows the state to react with lethal force. Unfortunately, most terrorists work outside the state and therefore cannot be arrested. Compounding the problem, terrorists hide in failing or failed states where law enforcement does not exist or is ineffective.

After 9/11 the U.S. reassessed the Law Enforcement paradigm. Specifically, Congress gave the President the Authorization for the Use of Military Force (AUMF) against

...those nations, organizations, or persons he determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001, or harbored such organizations or persons, in order to prevent any future acts of international terrorism against the United States by such nations, organizations or persons.

This authorization provided the legal justification to use force against Al Qaeda and its associated organizations citing self-defense and the law of war. Since the Law Enforcement paradigm does not apply in war, designated terrorists may be targeted and killed “because of their status as enemy belligerents.” Additionally, “the law of war
requires neither a certain conduct nor analysis of the reasonable amount of force to engage belligerents.”105

An additional problem is the U.S. encroachment on a sovereign state that is not engaged in armed conflict with the U.S., but is providing a sanctuary for that terrorist or organization. Since the U.S. has been engaged in armed conflict in Afghanistan, this has not been an issue. However, what about other states? In these cases, the Obama administration argues that the U.S. “legal justification for targeted killings outside a current zone of armed conflict is anticipatory self-defense.”106 The right to self-defense is explained in Article 51 of the UN charter.107 Further, the right to anticipatory self-defense is “part of the U.S. interpretation of customary international law stemming from the Carolina case in 1837.”108

The previous scenario highlights two potential issues with no clear solutions. First, which branch of government, legislative or executive, may legally invoke anticipatory self-defense? Unfortunately, there is no guidance from Congress to the President. In fact, there has never been any legislation from Congress on targeted killings or assassinations.109 The self-defense trigger has been applied ad hoc, implying that this national-security decision remains within the president’s portfolio. Second, a soldier killing the enemy in armed conflict has immunity, but with anticipatory self-defense and no law-of-war rules, the right to kill remains unclear. Congress could answer this question by enacting law which clearly defines these rights or prohibitions. Otherwise, the weakness of the rationale presented in this section is that it is not coded in U.S. law and as such has no defensible legal basis.110
In the end, most believe targeting and killing Osama Bin Laden in Pakistan was legal. Even though the U.S. was not engaged in armed conflict with Pakistan, President Obama exercised the right of anticipatory self-defense and the law of war particularly using the AUMF. Al Qaeda’s threat remains imminent and the use of force was legitimate. Forces made no attempt to arrest Osama Bin Laden during the raid because they anticipated a high military and civilian casualty rate if they were to attempt a live capture. Further, although frustrated, Pakistan granted the U.S. the authority to attack terrorists in their country given prior knowledge of the operations. Although Osama Bin Laden has been dead for many months now, it remains to be seen if he acted as Al Qaeda’s true strategic COG. U.S. intelligence officials say that Al Qaeda has been badly degraded. James R. Clapper, Jr., Director of National Intelligence, in recent congressional testimony commented about bin Laden’s death, “That blow, combined with the toll taken by subsequent strikes and raids, has destroyed al-Qaeda’s core.” If the pressure on al-Qaeda can be maintained, “there is a better-than-even chance that decentralization will lead to fragmentation.”

However, the looming problem, desperately needing a solution, remains. Authorizing the President to order targeted killing outside of armed conflict without Congressional limits may mean a continued manipulation of force, claiming the rationale of national security implications but without the foundation of law advanced in accordance with international norms. U.S. decision makers need such a law. In its absence, nothing stands in the way of enemies who might apply the same rationale. Simply asked, what otherwise prevents the “axis of evil” states from doing the same?
Today, the U.S. justifications are relatively simple. During ‘approved’ conflict, some strategic leaders are targetable and some are not. The problem is outside of ‘approved’ conflict. In this environment, the U.S. policy is one of targeted killing specifically aimed at terrorists. Unfortunately, the challenge may not be in the actual killing of that strategic leader, but in defeating that Hard and Deeply Buried Target (HDBT) providing sanctuary to that strategic leader.

Challenges in Defeating HDBTs

The significantly increasing number of HDBTs reduces the effective bandwidth of airpower, meaning HDBTs generally require more weapons and sorties per target to achieve the desired effects. Uncertainties in the number of targets, characterization of targets, target mission area locations, and weapons guidance will greatly increase the number of weapons and sorties per target.\textsuperscript{114} Further, smaller aim points combined with effective Global Positioning System (GPS) jamming\textsuperscript{115} may drive the numbers of weapons and sorties up exponentially. Finally, the improving strategic use of HDBTs and advances in their protective materials, design, and concealment will continue to diminish the effectiveness of U.S. countermeasures and military options to hold adversarial assets at risk. These challenges are fundamental realities inherent to the HDBT problem.\textsuperscript{116}

Significant capabilities are emerging across the spectrum of HDBTs that could, over time, reduce U.S. asymmetric advantages with respect to potential adversaries fielding underground facilities. Factors including reduced construction costs, commercial availability of advanced tunneling technologies, and underground complexity create a situation that is being used by potential adversaries to reduce the U.S. strategic advantage. Fortunately, the DoD, Department of Energy (DoE), and Intelligence
Community (IC) have taken a coordinated, multi-agency approach to investing in the development of an improved HDBT defeat program. A decade of efforts from the DoD, DoE, and IC have centered on creating better ISR, weapons, and planning tools. These efforts have led to improved levels of sharing data enhancing the capability of the U.S. to find and characterize HDBTs.\textsuperscript{117}

The Joint operational concept for HDBT defeat emphasizes the following key parameters: \textbf{find} – detect, locate, and identify existing and new HDBTs through formidable ISR to meet national strategy objectives; \textbf{characterize} – identify the HDBT mission, determine its function and operational status, and assess the HDBT vulnerabilities; \textbf{plan} – execute deliberate and collaborative planning that allows for intelligence estimates, uncertainties, and characterizations to identify the right attack options to achieve the required target defeat; \textbf{attack} – execute the planned attack to achieve Commander’s Intent; and \textbf{assess} – determine the battle damage assessment, effectiveness of the attack, update the status of the HDBT, and reattack to achieve target defeat if not accomplished.\textsuperscript{118} So, what is being done to defeat HDBTs?

The DoD, DoE, and IC have made substantial investments in HDBT defeat over the last 10 years. In FY09 and FY10, they invested $565.4 and $486.6 million respectively, across multiple programs.\textsuperscript{119} However, spending levels are not the best measure for evaluating the progress in the ability to hold HDBTs at risk. The best measures are the options available to physically affect the HDBTs, both lethal and non-lethal.\textsuperscript{120} Lethal options include two broad categories: nuclear and non-nuclear weapons. For example, the Massive Ordnance Penetrator (MOP) is a non-nuclear weapon. The MOP has a significant HDBT defeat capability; however, it is limited to one
delivery platform, currently only carried on the B-2, and the total number of weapons being purchased (20). \textsuperscript{121} Proper Command and Control, and ISR capabilities are critical enablers. Holding HDBTs at risk requires the proper ISR to find, characterize, and assess potential HDBTs, and the accurate Command and Control processes, planning systems, targeting systems, communications systems, and combat assessment tools necessary to ‘affect’ HDBTs.

Conclusion

America’s potential adversaries have realized that current non-nuclear penetrating weapons are relatively ineffective in destroying underground facilities. Therefore, potential adversaries use them to reduce the asymmetric advantage the U.S. has held for decades, and to protect their most vital national security functions and activities as well as their leadership.

The increasing numbers of strategic UGFs and improvements in their quality have outpaced U.S. technological advances to defeat them. For this reason, many adversary countries and non-state actors are investing in UGFs. In fact, more than 70 countries operate underground, and the number of strategic UGFs continues to increase. UGFs can quickly change the nature or result of a conflict and, hence, likely represent an adversary strategic COG, meaning that attacks on these COGs may deal a decisive blow to the enemy. Because UGFs can have strategic implications, they are recognized in various military strategies including the QDR, NMS-CWMD, and the CSAF Vector 2011.

Adversary strategic leaders are taking sanctuary in underground facilities. The question becomes, can these leaders be targeted? During ‘approved’ conflict, strategic leaders associated with the military are considered combatants and may be targeted.
The problem is outside of ‘approved’ or declared conflict. In this context, the propriety of killing terrorist leaders and leaders associated with terrorist organizations becomes a more difficult question. Unfortunately, the challenge may not be in the actual killing of strategic leaders or terrorists, but in locating, characterizing, and defeating the UGFs protecting them.

The DoD, DoE, and IC have made significant investments in HDBT defeat over the last decade. These investments include both lethal and non-lethal ways to affect HDBTs. The focus of research and development still needs to concentrate on improving penetrating weapons, but more emphasis needs to be placed on specific ISR capabilities and ‘non-penetrating’ weapons defeat technologies. Enhancements made to ISR would provide better capabilities to identify and characterize the vulnerabilities of potential HDBTs. Similarly, ‘non-penetrating’ weapon technologies offer a unique focus on improved battle damage assessment that would result from an attack on HDBTs. A better integration of data from the full spectrum of sensors and sources may identify intermittent opportunities to target the protected assets as they leave the HDBTs. In the end, HDBT’s are hard to find, characterize, and defeat, especially those protecting a state’s vital security functions and activities or a significant strategic leader. However, their strategic importance warrants national-level attention and investment because it might be the key to maintaining our military dominance and re-establishing that critical U.S. asymmetric advantage.
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